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	FASE (Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering) is concerned with the foundations on which software engineering is built. Its focus is on novel techniques and the way in which they contribute to making software engineering a more mature and soundly based discipline. This year, we particularly encouraged contributions that combine the development of conceptual and methodological advances with their formal foundations and tool support. We welcomed contributions on all such fundamental approaches, including:


	– Software engineering as an engineering discipline, including its interaction with and impact on society


	– Requirements engineering: capture, consistency, and change management of software requirements


	– Software architectures: description and analysis of the architecture of individual systems or classes of applications


	– Specification, design, and implementation of particular classes of systems: adaptive, collaborative, embedded, distributed, mobile, pervasive, or serviceoriented applications


	– Software quality: validation and verification of software using theorem proving, model-checking, testing, analysis, refinement methods, metrics or visualization techniques


	– Model-driven development and model-transformation: design and semantics of semi-formal visual languages, consistency and transformation of models


	– Software processes: support for iterative, agile, and open source development


	– Software evolution: re-factoring, reverse and re-engineering, configuration management and architectural change, or aspect-orientation


	We solicited two types of contributions: research papers and tool demonstration papers. We received submissions from 31 countries around the world: 116 abstracts followed by 99 full papers, of which 2 were tool papers. The selection process was rigorous. Each paper received at least three reviews. We obtained external reviews for papers that lacked expertise within the Program Committee. We also had four reviews for all papers that did not receive high bids and for papers that had Program Committee authors so as to ensure high quality in accepted papers. Moreover, the Program Committee had extensive online discussions in order to decide on the papers to be accepted for the conference.
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The Investopedia Guide to Wall Speak: The Terms You Need to Know to Talk Like Cramer, Think Like Soros, and Buy Like BuffettMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Have you ever used a stochastic oscillator?
Does your portfolio have spiders in it?

Do you really know what a derivative is?

From the creators of one of today’s most popular investing Web sites,    The Investopedia Guide to Wall Speak...
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Design Is the Problem: The Future of Design Must be SustainableRosenfeld Media, 2009


	This isn’t a book about sustainable design.

	Instead, it’s a book about how

	the design industry can approach the

	world in a more sustainable way. Design is

	interconnected—to engineering, management,

	production, customer experiences, and to the

	planet. Discussing and comprehending the

	relationship...
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GPRS in Practice : A Companion to the SpecificationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
GPRS is now an established technology allowing packet-data access to the internet and intranets and it is expected that consumer demand for the service will continue to increase, especially when the higher data rates are made available.
    The GPRS technology is also carried forward to the 3G systems and it is vital that engineers working in...
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Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005: Database Essentials Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2006
Providing answers to real questions from software developers and business analysts, this succinct guide describes practical techniques for gathering and managing software requirements that help you meet project specifications and customer expectations. 

Use this authoritative guide to...
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Managing and Mining Sensor DataSpringer, 2013

	Advances in hardware technology have lead to an ability to collect data with the use of a variety of sensor technologies. In particular sensor notes have become cheaper and more efficient, and  have even been integrated into day-to-day devices of use, such as mobile phones. This has lead to a much larger scale of applicability and...
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Recent Advances in Gas Separation by Microporous Ceramic Membranes (Membrane Science and Technology)Elsevier Limited, 2000
Hardbound. This book is dedicated to the rapidly growing field of microporous ceramic membranes with separating layers of pore diameter less than 2nm.   The chapters of this book bring forward a wide range of issues, namely fundamentals of complex sorption and transport processes in micropore structures, highly innovative methods of preparation of...
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